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Abstract  

Films are the powerful products of the entertainment industry as they are in the 

reach of wide audience. It circulates the ideas and insightful stories to the vast 

population. Cinematic imagination has a great impact on socio-cultural and 

historical realities as there is a dialectical relationship between the films and the 

social structure. Films have the power to move beyond entertainment, they are the 

great source of cultural construction, representation of societal and cultural norms 

and fantasies. However, they are responsible for the production and reproduction of 

normative ideologies and dominant popular culture.  

Key Words: Female Filmmakers, Female Gaze Theory, Movies, Gender, 

Patriarchy.  

Introduction 

Social institutions perpetuate, legitimate and preserve the complex form of 

collective identity and normative ideologies. In other words social institutions are spheres 

of control and power; they create and define the identities. These social institutions are 

influenced with the dominant public sphere and further, influence the rest of the social 

order. Visual culture is ideological as it teaches us what to see and think. Visual is always 

contaminated by non-visual content such as ideologies, beliefs, prior experiences, values 

etc. It makes a man „one dimensional‟
1
 man. Films influence our perceptions and 

collective imagination on several crucial issues such as class, gender, caste, race etc. It 

influences personal choices. Thus, we internalize the spectacle of visual culture as 

naturalized disposition. As an ideological state apparatus,
2
 Cinematic history celebrates 

the domination of a particular section as a „popular will‟. That „popular will‟ represent 

the constructed reality with silent exclusion of the margins.      
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Male gaze is prevalent in Indian cinema that grips the patriarchy as it is a visual 

pleasure for the male member of the society. Male gaze theory
3
 has been used by Laura 

Mulvey, which is predominantly used for the voyeuristic pleasure of male audiences. 

Male gaze theory is acceptable in patriarchal society that reduces a woman to merely an 

object for sexual satisfaction. For centuries male filmmakers have perpetuated with the 

constant image of the women within the Indian cinema. But in recent years, there is a 

visible transformation when female filmmakers have flipped the key. Female filmmakers 

have started to transform the object of lust into subjects likewise agents of sex, power, 

chaos etc. However, there is a pattern of new emerging perspectives in Indian cinema 

from the viewpoint of female. Although, this transition of male gaze into a female gaze is 

not an absolute one but, this paper would try to analyze the role of female gaze in a 

popular culture and in the dominant public sphere. Female gaze is also being used to 

describe the gaze of the director or filmmaker of a movie. Thus, women centric films 

which are also directed by female filmmaker can be analyzed under this category. Hence, 

this paper is an attempt to analyze that how this new perspective of „female gaze‟ 

presents in Indian bollywood cinema.  

Female Gaze Theory  

“The notion of gaze is as the mark of desire and hence subjectivity.”
4
 Gender is 

central to the feminist theory. The question of gender is predominantly the question of 

representation. Feminist theory constructs an aesthetic.
5
 Female work within the films 

emerged as a counter discourse. How can one develop a female gaze? According to 

Doane the possibility could be by developing an appetite for consumerism within the 

female audiences.
6
 

For the clearer understanding of feminists‟ theories there are two important 

questions emerging firstly, why there is a need to the emergence of female gaze? And, 

second is, does female spectatorship is empowering? The possible answer of the first 

question could be that the female characters in films play a crucial role in creating female 

role models. Female gaze helps us to understand the things from feminist point of view. 

In this context, Lauretis points out that “spectatorship is pivotal to a feminist cinema 
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because it is a conscious effort to address the spectator as female.”
7
 The female gaze is 

not only the product of entertainment but to develop a collective consciousness among 

womenfolk. Female gaze is crucial to attract the female audiences.  

In simple words, there is a need to develop a new and diverse discourse within the 

mainstream cinema. As Rabinowitz points out that “only a feminist critique can "account 

for" gender and can change the technologies of gender.”
8
 These technologies of gender 

need to be revisit that has always been present in various discourses such as films, 

theories, fictions, history etc. The internalized structural inequalities have always made 

an impact on micro and macro institutions. The dominant perception and desire is 

popularized among the masses and others are simply repressed under the social and 

cultural implication. In the same manner, Doane finds out through her analysis that 

female desire is cut off and their bodies are arrested and there is no sight for women‟s in 

the films.
9
 The female pleasure is unremarkable in the dominant cinema. The description 

of pleasure and fantasy is given by the dominant group. In „visual pleasure‟ there is no 

trace of female spectator.
10

 The question of „space‟ is essential to contemplate over that 

where the space is for female spectators.  

Women merely considered as the product of consumption. Their identity is 

relative one but not independent one. The depicted images of the women in various 

discourses is common such as in maternal melodrama, love stories etc. The construction 

of female spectators depends upon the cinematic images. However, Doane points out that 

“the tropes of female spectatorship are not empowering”.
11

 In this sense, the construction 

of female gaze is restricted even in women centric movies by female filmmakers because 

of their existence as margins. 

We all have different understanding of gender and its representation. However, 

the representation of female filmmakers is different from the male filmmakers. The 

fragmented history and unequal legitimacy is responsible for diverse viewpoints. Whose 

viewpoint is dominant in the patriarchal setup? In this sense, why the dominant directors 

group precludes the feminist perspective? Male directors not merely prevent the feminist 

view point but co-opt the „feminist themes‟ and misrepresent it. The ideological 
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processes of the films are deeply rooted to the historical moments of their production. 

These historical moments requires a deep investigation because of the fragmented 

historical viewpoints. The dominant historicism is deeply rooted to the notion of 

traditional structural inequality that produces and reproduces these structural inequalities 

with certain modifications. The conscious effort of retaining these inequalities stands 

with the question.  

Several feminist films critics have challenged the dominant notion of women 

representation in films. The representation of women by male filmmakers is not only 

primary to contemplate over but the representation of female filmmakers also. Modleski 

challenges the current thinking on the construction of female spectators. According to 

Modleski the depiction of femininity is complex within the movies because of the 

„patriarchal unconscious‟ content. These „patriarchal unconscious‟ content could be 

internalized by the female filmmakers so there could be possibility of its reflection, after 

all feminism emerged within a patriarchal culture.
12

 Films contain latent content that has 

symbolic and hidden meanings. Thus, it can be assumed that „collective unconscious‟ 

reflects in the films. This „collective unconscious‟ has its own historicity, it is decisive to 

ponder that how a collective past is constructed and how a collective past is forgotten.
13

 

The distorted past, history, memories, movements and other number of factors can 

possibly leads to the notion of „collective unconscious‟. Bourdieu states that „the social 

mechanism and social institutions make it possible to reproduce the old age male 

domination.‟ 
14

 

Movies have its own meaning. Each movie has a message for its spectators. So, 

movies produce the meanings for its spectators. The spectators perceive different 

meanings from the movies because of their different viewpoints and experiences. Thus, 

the female and male spectators interpret different meanings; female films critic argues 

that female spectators see differently from the males spectators. For instance, the way 

women spectators see the women‟s sexuality and its repression within the family. The 

confusion she faces that how she should perceive it? Does she attach the meaning of 

women‟s sexuality with the „restricted freedom‟?
15

 The continuation of traditional 
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hegemonic elements within the social structure along with the notion of modernity is 

confusing and oppressive for female spectators in a new form.  

The confusions of female spectators are not easy to identify. The female 

spectatorship requires new theories and new cinematic forms and imaginations. These 

cinematic imaginations should be free from all political correctness and should question 

to those structural, traditional and hegemonical inequalities. Feminist film critics have 

emerged to theorize cinema from a gendered perspective to see it through women‟s 

differing vision. The group of female film critics has questioned the mainstream cinema 

and its very existence of being progressive.  

In this sense, it is essential to ask that what the meaning of „progressive‟ 

Bollywood is, if it doesn‟t include different understanding of gender and its 

representation. How it is progressive? Does Bollywood portray the realistic female 

desires, experiences and issues or whether it portrays the faux-feminism? On one hand 

CBFC appreciates the movies like „Queen‟ and on the other hand it refused the 

certification for „Lipstick under My Burkha.‟
16

 Isn‟t it a hypocritical move of the film 

industries? Why Central Board of Film Certification takes a calculative step towards the 

progression? Why male supremacy threatened with the female agency? However, 

Bollywood plays an essential role in legitimizing the perspectives but, “whose” 

perspectives are important? Film Industries claim themselves as progressive but stigma is 

always attached to women‟s freedom and sexuality.  

From past many years, in Indian Bollywood cinema females are at margins 

whether they are female filmmakers, actresses, script writers, singers etc. Within a 

patriarchal society like India males hold all the essential positions by stereotyping 

women. Males use different strategies so that the women remain at the margin. Their 

roles have always been limited; mostly women portrayed as sexual objects. But with the 

emergence feminist movement in various forms, women started to raise their voice to 

occupy their position within the patriarchal society. This movement has started to emerge 

in various forms i.e. cinema and literature. Thus, female filmmakers started to raise 

women‟s issues through cinematic imagination. 
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The distinction between female and feminist is blurred which needs to be 

clarified. Female and feminist are two distinct phenomenons. Female is not associated 

with any political position, it deals with gender differences. Female represents the issues 

as an insider whereas the phenomenon of feminist can be associated with any political 

position. According to Gubar, even a man calls himself as a feminist being an outsider.
17

 

In this sense, the crucial question to contemplate is that do all females necessarily to be a 

feminist? Do all females concerned with the women‟s position, status and issue?  

Female feminists have used the various mediums to raise their voice in the public 

domain such as literary and cinema. In the diverse country like India, the feminist 

movement is not a homogenous movement. The historicity of feminist movement is 

diverse according to one‟s caste and class. Women don‟t exist as homogenous category 

because they have different ideologies, visions, perceptions, issues, experiences and 

doctrines. In the cinematic imagination the popular version of female vision has always 

been depicted. So, it is essential to identify that why do these women filmmakers 

generalize and universalize the female experience? Why there is acceptance of certain 

definition of art forms, cinemas and culture? Why is this particular group of women 

obligated to show how women contribute to a society?
18

 The elimination of diverse 

viewpoints and perceptions require a deep investigation as Shoos states that „one needs to 

examine the methodologies available for viewer response and spectator position. To 

investigate the popular culture and to formulate the theories of female subjectivity, one 

needs to take into account not only the collective heterogeneity of women but also the 

heterogeneity of individual female subjects.‟
19

 It is logical to think that why the „social 

reality‟ of particular caste and class is important for the female filmmakers or it is 

possible that only „few‟ matters and hence, visible in the wider social structure.  

Female Filmmakers, Structure and Popular Culture  

This new perspective of „female gaze‟ in Indian Bollywood cinema requires a 

special attention. It is assumed that there is a shift from „male gaze‟ to the „female gaze‟ 

although it is not an absolute transformation. Thus, the question rose that why there is not 

an absolute transformation of „female gaze‟ and what is the hindrance? Does this new and 
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emerging perspective of female gaze liberated from the patriarchal notions within the 

mainstream society? Hence, there is a stern need to analyze the extent of „female gaze‟ 

transformation. Moreover, to understand women‟s subordinate position within the 

mainstream society we need to analyze the politics of the popular culture. How and why 

this privileged section has influenced the aesthetic interpretation in general? The 

historicity of structural domination in general and the social process of production and 

reproduction of social and cultural hierarchies in the particular context of gender require 

a theoretical mapping.  

Female film critics haven‟t supported the absolute feminine content but they have 

been searching for an equal space in the mainstream cinema. The content produce by 

male and female filmmakers is completely polarized. Uma Chakraborty and Roy started 

to revisit the existing mode of the history which completely focuses on the women‟s past 

from men‟s point of view. They both have contributed to develop the historiography of 

women‟s history, especially in Indian context and they have also reviewed the 

involvement of women‟s in the construction of historical frame. Uma and Roy found that 

women are “silent voices of history”.
20

 

The incorporation of Indian customs and institutions are justified through the 

certain acts of the brahmanical society. The brahmanical Indian traditions are retained by 

projecting women as epitome of certain cultural facets. In this way, the position of the 

women was appraised blindly as extremely honorable in ancient society.
21

 This historical 

structural domination is continued in contemporary times in several ways. The social 

processes within the society bring certain modifications but also produce and reproduce 

the old practices, customs and traditions to a large extent through various means. For 

instance, the literary genre has categories which are gendered in themselves. The 

segregation implies that men have inclination for violent, dangerous, heroic and 

aggressive films whereas women like dramatic and passionate films. It‟s not simply 

reflects our social and cultural values but also responsible for the production and 

reproduction of it. In the same manner, the cinematic imagination constitutes with the 

gendered content. The female filmmakers and male filmmakers have unique content 
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based on their subjectivities and experiences. But, the complications arise when male 

filmmakers co-opt the feminist themes and become the voice of the females.  

The history of women‟s struggle is largely represented by males in various forms. 

In this process the dominant structure produces and reproduces. And, we become 

gendered subject through these structural inequalities. In Bourdieu‟s terms, film 

industries as social institution maintain „cultural mentality‟
22

 which reinforces social 

hierarchies. Film industries not merely respond to the taste and desires of the audience 

but also construct the taste of the audience. It manipulates the audience to perpetuate the 

socio-cultural values and norms through the representation of women with their fixed 

formulas. Altman states that both producers and consumers are responsible for the 

circulation of patriarchal ideologies.
23

  

Cinema is the reflection of consciousness. The structural inequalities make impact 

on the content of the filmmakers. As Mannheim points out that content is not only 

enough to determine the understanding about the society, but the socio-historical context 

of the society and filmmakers is also crucial to take into an account.
24

 Cinema projects 

the institutionalized perception in the public sphere through its knowledge production. 

The processes within the structure are useful for the constitution of human consciousness. 

Thus, the structural objective reality constructs the subjectivities of the individuals within 

more complex and larger processes. The common processes produce the particular kind 

of knowledge which makes impact on the thoughts of the individuals. Hence, only a 

particular kind of knowledge survives and this dominant knowledge has its epistemology. 

This dominant knowledge is not free from the dominant ideology. However, the 

rationalization of knowledge stands with a question. Mannheim states that the ideologies 

are the product of the social structure.  

The dominant ideology and knowledge is seen in the popular culture. Popular 

culture is accepted by the large number of the audience and represents the interests of the 

dominant group of the society. It represents class, caste, gender, sexuality, religion, 

nationality and ethnicity in certain ways. Popular culture reflects the beliefs, standards 

and practices of the entire society as well as portrays the negative attitudes of the 
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deprived section of the society. Hence, it is criticized a lot for being consumerist, 

propagandist, sensational and corrupt. In this sense, we can say that popular culture has 

an intense relation with the consumer culture. Popular culture gets influence with 

consumer culture and vice versa. That‟s why there is particular trend and fashion we 

observe.  

It also represents the reality of few and eliminates other strategically. In this 

manner, we can say that men overpoweringly dominate the film industry as a director, 

producer, writer, editor and determine the content of the films. Women have been 

stereotyped since decades according to the expectations and desires of men. Hence, their 

image is highly sexualized, hyper-sexualized and domesticated. The gratification of men 

is more important because most of the audiences and filmmakers are men.
25

 The taste for 

female audiences is completely eliminated. As a result of it, feminists/female filmmakers 

have come up with the female gaze theory to the resistance of dominant view points and 

hegemonic values. Viewing experience is always part of resisting domination. Because it 

promotes a counter discourse, a voice from the margin and empower women spectators. 

But, it necessitates pondering that why do female filmmakers portray the sexualized and 

hyper-sexualized image of the women? What is their aim behind it, if not related to 

voyeuristic pleasure and profit making?    

There are two crucial questions to ponder: firstly, to what extent female 

filmmakers are successful in establishing their voice in the popular culture? Do female 

filmmakers are free from the artistic propaganda? Lauretis in her essay “Aesthetic and 

Feminist Theory: Rethinking Women‟s Cinema” states „Bovenschen criticized the 

opposition between feminist demands and artistic production. The women artist caught 

between movement‟s demands that pose to portray women activities through women art 

and artistic activity poses a formal demand of artistic work with material and media. 

However, the content of the women cinematic imagination was influenced by the 

dominant group of the production industries. Mulvey talked about two successive 

moments of feminist film culture. First is the period “characterized by the mixture of 

consciousness raising and artistic production” and second is concerned with the “use of 
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and interests in aesthetic principle”. To enter into the market, an artistic “object” has to 

leave its use value and the context of its production. The artistic object must have an 

exchange value rather than the use value because artistic work is enjoyed publically 

rather than privately.‟
26

 However it is the fact that the aesthetic principles are socially 

constructed. And, the female voice is calculative especially for its entry into the artistic 

realm as margins.     

Secondly, do female filmmakers not perpetuate the voyeuristic gaze of consumer 

culture? For that matter, firstly, we need to understand that do all female filmmakers are 

necessarily to be a feminist? Have all the filmmakers works has been attached to the 

women‟s movement? Bovenschen states that, “Women‟s imagination constitutes the 

women‟s movement.”
27

 The possibility of voyeuristic gaze of female filmmakers could 

be a strategy to enter into an artistic realm. However, women cinema emerged as a 

counter cinema and a feminist political strategy.  

History of Indian Female Filmmakers 

In late 1960‟s, the alternative genre of the film which is also called „parallel‟ and 

„new wave‟ has been a trend in India. The Indian film industry divided into two major 

categories i.e. the art and commercial cinema.
28

 The domination of male directors were 

still there in alternative cinema only some female directors have addressed the issues 

related to women such as Deepa Mehta, Aparna Sen and Kalpana Lajmi. The women 

directors have focused on various themes such as the identity of a woman in male 

dominated society, their marginalized status and oppression because of the gender 

discrimination. Thus, feminist film culture emerged as a women‟s movement with the 

purpose of political activism, consciousness raising, self-expression and for constructing 

a positive image of the woman. Also to analyze the ideological codes embedded in 

representation.
29

 The primary thematic gesture of the Indian films is to restraint the 

female desire through sacrifice, choice and competition. It was the women‟s movement 

that inspired women to rediscover their forgotten and neglected history or roots.
 
Films are 

fixing and directing the new identities. Films brought women from margins to the centre. 

However, women director didn‟t get huge success in the film industry if they highlight 
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gender sensitive issues. But, the Bollywood is at an emerging stage of exploring the 

female desires and gaze. Although, there is not an accurate representation of women, for 

that matter we need more female storyteller and filmmakers.  

In a patriarchal society, the parallel or alternate cinema was also dominated by the 

male directors such as Shayam Benegal, Basu chaterjee, Amol Palekar last but not the 

least Mahesh Bhatt. So, it is quite evident that the male gaze is predominantly present in 

all of the Indian movies. But to understand the emergence of feminist viewpoint in Indian 

cinema we need to analyze the numeral of Indian female filmmakers. For that matter, it is 

also crucial to understand that what kind of content they have come up with and what is 

the model of their aesthetic value?  

The Indian female filmmakers have started to emerge in the post- Independence 

period such as Shobana Samarth (1950) and particularly in the later part of 1970‟s such 

as, Kalpana Lajmi (1978), Simi Garewal (1985), Aruna Raje (1988), Nandita Das 

(1990‟s), Reema Rakesh Nath (1997), Tanuja Chandra (1998), Farah Khan (1998), 

Pamela Rooks (1998) etc. In 21
st
 century there are increasing number of female 

filmmakers in Indian Bollywood cinema such as Meghna Gulzar (2002), Antra Kak 

(2002), Pooja Bhatt (2003), Shonali Bose (2005), Leena Yadav (2005), Loveleen Tandan 

(2008), Aarti Shrivastava (2009) Zoya Akhtar (2009), Anusha Rizvi (2010), Preeti Anuja 

(2011), Nupur Asthan (2011), Kiran Rao (2011), Gauri Shinde (2012), Divya Khosla 

(2014), and Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari (2018). It‟s crucial to note that the above discussed 

female filmmakers are not necessarily to be related to the feminist movement. There is a 

sharp distinction between female filmmakers and feminists filmmakers. Thus, all female 

filmmakers are not necessarily to be feminists because they are not always coming up 

with the women centric movies and not always concerned with the strong character of 

women and women‟s issue such as a movie by Kiran Rao‟s „Dhobi Ghat‟ (2011), Divya 

Khosla‟s „Yaariyan‟ (2014) and „Sanam Re‟ (2016), last but not the least Zoya Akhtar‟s 

„Gully Boy‟ (2019). Hence, female filmmakers have come up with the unique themes 

which can also be count as an immense initiation in artistic realm. The space of female 

filmmakers should not be confined to the particular themes but at the same time their 
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artistic views should not be controlled by the dominant group. There should be an 

absolute freedom to their ideas, views and choices in male dominated spaces.  

In the contemporary period, there have been several movies depicting the strong 

character of women such as „No one killed Jessica (2011), Kahaani (2011), English 

Vinglish (2012), Queen (2013), Mary Kom (2014), Mardaani (2014), Piku (2015), Neerja 

(2016), Parched (2016), Pink (2016), Dear Zindagi (2016), Lipstick under my Burkha 

(2016), last but not the least Raazi (2018). All of these movies have portrayed the strong 

woman character. These movies are women centric and have unique themes but the 

fundamental position is that a good number of these movies are directed by male 

directors except „English Vinglish‟, „Parched‟, „Dear Zindagi‟ „Lipstick under my 

Burkha‟ and „Raazi‟. Hence, we could say that the male filmmaker‟s shares more space 

than female filmmaker‟s in the Bollywood industry even in contemporary times. 

Moreover, male filmmakers have also co-opted several feminists themes but the question 

is why? So, can we assume that to make a control over the artistic realm or to distort the 

whole idea of feminism and feminist movement?  

To understand an effective emergence of the parallel cinema/ new wave and a 

transition from male gaze to female gaze theory, the main focus of this paper are on two 

movies i.e. Parched (2015) by Leena Yadav and Lipstick under my Burkha (2016) by 

Alankrita Srivastava. Both of these movies are taken purposely for an interpretation. Both 

are recent movies with the women centric themes and also directed by female 

filmmakers. Female gaze is not only in terms of sight but also in the sense of female 

perspective that may emerge as a function of narratives, character, parody, genre etc.
30

 

Female perspectives may also have an impact on women audiences through the medium 

of women characters. Thus, it is essential to recognize that what kind of messages are 

circulated by female filmmakers and what kind of changes they wanted to bring within 

the society, particularly for women through their women characters.   

Contextual Interpretation of the Movies 
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Lipstick under my Burkha (2016) by Alankrita Srivastava revolves around the lives 

of the four women. These women of different ages explore the freedom and break all the 

stereotypical notions imposed on them. They are searching for the freedom and wanted to 

do things according to their choices. This movie explores the lives of four women: a 

college going girl Rihana, who belongs to a conservative Muslim family, who explores 

her life and does all desirable things such as to put lipstick, wear jeans and participates in 

protests. A young beautician Leela, who is engaged but she wants to run with her lover to 

establish a business and to be independent. A mother of three Shirin, who is bound to an 

unhappy marriage and she is forced by her husband to have unprotected sex while having 

an extra marital affair which she got to know later. She also wants to do a job but she was 

not allowed by her husband. An elderly widow Usha, who is addressed as „Bua Ji‟ by all, 

she suppresses her desires in front of all but reads erotic novels hidden behind the cover 

of the religious books. The women of different religions and socio-cultural background 

are portrayed but their conditions are common in terms of experience i.e. ill-treatment 

with their bodies and restrictions on their desires. This movie also covers various social 

issues such as employment, self respect, desires, decisions and choices. It is crucial to 

understand the efforts of female filmmaker to portray the ideal liberation for women in 

any society.  

Parched (2015) by Leena Yadav, is a story about women in rural landscape of 

India. This movie has covered various social issues such as domestic violence, child 

marriage, familial torture, dowry, marital rape, etc. It revolves around the life of four 

women who live an unwanted life with old traditional practices. Rani, a widow since 

years, try his son (Gulab) to get married to a beautiful girl Janaki (child bride). Gulab is a 

spoilt son who spends his time with his stray friends and sex workers. He and his friend‟s 

tease an educated woman for her freedom and dressing. Lajjo is a friend of Rani, they 

both work for local entrepreneur named Kishan. Lajjo is childless and gets torture from 

her alcoholic husband, Manoj. Bijli is an erotic dancer in the village and also satisfy the 

desires and needs of village men. Because of her profession, she is not allowed in any 

auspicious events. The female filmmaker has portrayed the difficulties of women life in 
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rural area that how they are bound to old practices, traditions and social rules. The movie 

has portrayed a sense of sisterhood among the protagonists except in few scenes.  

Both movies are women oriented and made by female filmmakers. These movies 

question the deep patriarchal nature of the society but at the same time these movies 

stand with the question of faux-feminism that requires a deep investigation. Both movies 

have addressed the social issues but to what extent these issues were important? How 

protagonists take stand in particular situation and what message they pass to its viewers? 

For an interpretation of the movie, both intrinsic and extrinsic elements are crucial to take 

into account. To analyze the intrinsic elements such as its characters, plot, narratives, 

expressions, dialogues and themes are important as well as extrinsic elements i.e. the 

context of the movie in which it occurs.  

If we talk about the context of the movie, „Lipstick under my Burkha‟ was denied 

certification by the Censor Bureau of Film Certification (CBFC), on the grounds that the 

film is “lady oriented and their fantasy above life.”
31

 It also contains sexual scenes and 

audio pornography whereas, in the same year, the Censor Board has cleared the movie 

which includes the sexist/vulgar comments, rape jokes, normalizing gender jokes and 

objectifying women i.e. „Great Grand Masti‟ by Indra Kumar. Now, there are two crucial 

questions to be raised firstly why the movie by female filmmakers got banned if they 

portray the sexual desires of the women? And secondly, why the views of male 

filmmakers on women sexuality haven‟t questioned? Why to suppress the female 

agency?  

One of the positive aspects of Lipstick under my Burkha is that it has covered the 

women of different ages. The basic plot of both of the movies invented a new women 

friendly gaze opposed to the male gaze. But it is essential to recognize that to what extent 

it has been successful as male gaze is not wholeheartedly rejected in the movies by 

female filmmakers. What is the purpose behind portraying a masturbating scene of Usha 

Parmar? Is it truly a female desire or for any commercial purpose? Do female filmmakers 

representing the truth or constructing the truth for their sustenance in an artistic world?  
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Female masturbation is a new and emerging content which represents the female 

desires and fantasies but at the same time it also gives rise to male gaze. „Parched‟ and 

„Lipstick under my Burkha‟ both of the movies are central to the issue of female 

sexuality. Why female fantasies are always portrayed as sexual fantasies within the 

cinematic imagination? Do both male and female filmmakers treat women bodies and 

their sexuality as an object? If so, then why? Is it the demand of production industries for 

profit making? It is crucial to understand that women‟s sexual fantasies in any way 

invoke a male fantasy and results into a male gaze. However, what the film constructs 

formally and artistically is a picture of a woman, perceptions, events, relationships and 

silence all considered to be immediately true and unquestionable.
32

 

The pleasure and fantasy arouse in the movie are suspicious because they are 

associated with the identification of women but at the same time attractive and resistive 

for a women. Is there a possibility that pleasure and fantasy is not isolated from the 

“cultural construction of femininity”?
33

 Pleasure and fantasy is not always associated 

with the literal meaning but it reflects the limitation for its viewers as well. For instance 

Rabinowitz states that “the combination of female sexual expression and maternal 

repression in a melodramatic film creates contradictions for the female spectator.”
34

 

„Lipstick under my Burkha‟ has shown that how an old aged woman has lost her 

identity as she was called „Bua Ji‟ by all even though by an old aged man of 66. Hence, 

she has lost her all desires on the demand of others. The pain has been represented when 

she writes her name and calls herself „Usha‟ after so long. In the same way, „Parched‟ 

also depicted how Rani controls her all of the desires since last 15 years as a widow. She 

gets excited, when she is approached by a man on a cell phone but she is aware of her 

status as a widow. Gott and Hinctliff states that this is a widespread perception that 

elderly are asexual. Moreover, the sexuality of older people is generally ignored.
35

 

Widowhood is socially constructed phenomenon and highly gendered in patriarchal 

society. The sexual activity of elderly widow is strictly prohibited.
36

 However, both of 

these movies have depicted that a sense of freedom is distinct for a male and a female; 

even if they both are bound to certain social and cultural norms. For instance, another 
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matter within the movie, where women demand for a dish TV at the Panchayat so that 

they will not feel boredom and men will stop visiting to erotic dance shows. But, their 

demand was denied by the village elders because TV can corrupt their minds with liberal 

thoughts. Whereas, it is completely fine if men are constantly visiting to erotic dance 

shows. Moreover, visitors‟ men are not to be blamed to see erotic shows but women are 

to be blamed for choosing such profession for example Bijli.  

Bijli is carefree, bold and happier among other characters in the movie Parched. 

Bijli is not trapped in her home, bedroom and kitchen, she relatively enjoys her freedom. 

Hindi bollywood cinema always depicts prostitutes as free and bold. So, is it a positive 

metaphor or do prostitutes consider as immoral? Moreover, Bijli speaks her mind and 

doesn‟t succumb to the manager‟s demand to provide sex services. She takes a stand for 

herself by refusing because she also desires love and respect like other women. 

Moreover, Bijli‟s Manager tries to instigate her by comparing to a new dancer Rekha, 

who is younger than her.  

In „Lipstick under my Burkha‟ the character of Shireen is highly submissive. A 

mother of three and a successful sales woman who desires to do a job. She is shown as a 

bold character as she went to purchase a condom but she couldn‟t resist her husband from 

having sex without condom. This movie also found contradictory in terms of whether 

female voice has occupied its space or not? As Foucault states that counter investment is 

another side of power relation.
37

 In this sense, the counter cinema by female filmmakers 

emerged as a counter investment which has rejected the hegemonic ideas and existing 

structure. But in this movie, the submissive nature of female character is more 

representing the ideal values of dominant structure. Moreover, Shireen desires to do a job 

and she asked her husband in a very low tone. Her abusive husband doesn‟t allow her and 

states that “Biwi ho shohar banne ki koshish mat karo- Ghar me raho” (You are my 

wife; don‟t try to be my lover- stay home). On the other hand, „Parched‟ has depicted the 

strong and decision making characters. Lajjo cannot conceive a child and due to this, she 

is subjected to domestic violence by her abusive and alcoholic husband Manoj but 
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irrespective of this, she dares to ask her husband for his own diagnosis and treatment. 

Hence, this movie has addressed the discourse which has been avoided so far. 

„Lipstick under my Burkha‟ portrayed an antagonist relationship among women, so 

what message this movie has given and what is the significance of such portrayal? The 

male filmmakers majorly criticize for portraying submissive nature of female character to 

neutralize the controversies. But, it is not necessary that female filmmakers always come 

up with aggressive and opinionated female character to address certain bold issues. There 

is no doubt that they can give a clear description of social oppression by depicting the 

feelings amongst women audience. But, can we say that the female filmmakers also try to 

neutralize the controversies and anger through their depiction? Why they try to balance 

the discourse? Is it for their survival in the mainstream cinema?  

In Lipstick under my Burkha, Shireen tracks down the “other woman” but says 

nothing to her husband after realizing that her abusive husband is cheating on her. This 

movie has not portrayed an aggressive, opinionated and strong decision making 

characters. It is confusing that this movie is meant to eliminate the patriarchal notions or 

to patronize patriarchy at its worst. On the other hand, „Parched‟ has shown a close and 

friendly relationship among four women. All female characters are supporters of one 

another except in few scenes, where their socially constructed limitations reflect. For 

instance, Rani‟s behavior with the newlywed Janaki as a mother in law was rude. She 

beats her, abuses her and mistreats her. In the same manner, Rani calls bijli a whore and 

slapped her when she said “Thara chora mhare paas ayo tho” (Your son came to me). In 

return, Bijli blames Rani for raising a son who visits to prostitutes. This movie has also 

depicted how Rani understands the pain of Lajjo when her husband beats her and Janaki, 

a teenager, relates her pain of physical abuse to Lajjo. In the same manner, Rani relates 

herself to Janaki, thus, she intervenes when Gulab (her son) abuses Janaki (her daughter 

in law). Rani also helped Janki to elope with her lover to get rid from the abusive and 

unwanted marriage.  

„Parched‟ has depicted the strong and decision making characters where, Lajjo 

stands for her own will to conceive a child by another man. She desires to have a baby for 
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her own and to get rid of every day physical abuse from her husband. In the same 

manner, Rani takes a step further for her „daughter in law‟ Janaki to get married with her 

childhood love Rajesh. This movie reflects the independent agency of the women. And, 

at the end, all three of them left the village to start a new life at a new place whereas, in 

„Lipstick under my Burkha‟ all of the female characters carry on with their routine lives.  

Both of these movies have covered the various bold issues. The positive aspect of 

both of the movies is that both are women centric and questioning the patriarchal 

structure of the society. To some extent both of the movies have portrayed the common 

issues related to the women such as women sexuality, gender roles and norms, patriarchal 

clutches etc. But, through the deep analysis I have found that „Parched‟ and „Lipstick 

under my Burkha‟ represents strong voice of the womenfolk but at the same time 

portrayed submissive, subordinate and victimized characters of women. „Parched‟ can be 

count as a feminist movie but „Lipstick under my Burkha‟ is a bold movie.   

Conclusion 

Both movies „Parched‟ and „Lipstick under my Burkha‟ are taken deliberately to 

understand a transition from a male gaze to female gaze. This paper tries to understand to 

what extent the female gaze theory is successful? And, has this transition completely 

eliminates the male gaze? There is no doubt that television‟s characters are romanticized 

and it dictates audience that how you should be, particularly how a woman should be.   

From past many years, in Indian Bollywood cinema females are at margins whether 

they are female filmmakers, actresses, script writers, singers etc. Within a patriarchal 

society like India male hold all the essential positions by stereotyping women. Male use 

different strategies so that the women remain at the margin. In Hindi cinema, women are 

subjected to domestic violence. Their roles have always been limited; mostly women 

portrayed as sexual objects. But with the emergence feminist movement in various forms, 

women started to raise their voice to occupy their position within the patriarchal society. 

This movement has started to emerge in various forms i.e. cinema and literature. Thus, 

female filmmakers started to raise women's issues through cinematic imagination. But, 
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the crucial question is that do female filmmakers and feminists are the same? Do female 

filmmakers necessarily address the women issue? What do they really depict?  

Feminist movement is not a homogeneous movement. Women have different 

experiences, issues and subjectivities. Thus, individual experiences and subjectivities are 

crucial to take into account. India is a multi-cultural, multi-religious country, divided into 

several classes and castes thus, it is essential to recognize that „whose‟ reality has been 

depicted. In India, faux feminism is more concerned of cigarettes where women don‟t 

have access to sanitary pads.   

Moreover, gaze develops the subjectivity; women audiences can not relate 

themselves with all of the characters in the movie. The reality of each woman could be 

different. Thus, it is crucial to understand what is an important issue for a female 

filmmaker? Which class‟s reality is important for a filmmaker to portray? And, what kind 

of questions they are raising through their female characters in the movie? 

Movies are not merely made for entertainment. Movies circulate a deep message to 

its viewers. A movie reflects the society and in turn, reflects by the society; both share the 

dialectical relationship. Movies have a huge impact on its viewers, viewers relate 

themselves to the characters, hence a filmmaker should be aware of his/her production 

and also what kind of changes they are asking for within the society.    

In contemporary times, there are increasing numbers of women centric movies 

directed by both male and female filmmakers. Even though, male filmmakers are more 

imaginative and creative than female filmmakers to address women viewpoints. But, it 

could be a co-opting strategy by male filmmakers, a strategy to co-opt the feminist 

themes so that the female filmmakers remain margin.    

Thus, there is still a long way to go for the realistic representation of the women by 

both male and female filmmakers. Contemporary movies carry a hope that there will be a 

better cinematic representation of women in the near future. We need to remove this clear 

imbalance in cinematic female representation where female are assigned with very 

limited and submissive roles. Hence, the efforts are continuous. Female filmmakers 
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should work more over it; to provide a different world view. They should represent a 

world which is pure, true; a world that a woman can see, feel and relate. Their artistic 

realm should be redefined and should be free from the constructed truths.  
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